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QUEEN’S ROYAL REGIMENT (WEST SURREY)
ON THE BEACH-HEAD.

Among the British troops fighting in the beach-head at Anzio are the

Queen's Royal Regiment.

They have a long experience of the Italian campaign for they landed at

Salerno on the night of September 9 and were soon engaged in heavy fighting in

the Battipaglia area., where they offered an unflinching resistance to numerous

heavy counter attacks. When our advance upon Naples developed in the last

week of September, the Queen’s were among the vanguard. To their formation

fell Monte Stella on September 2.6, and, passing through Nola a week later,

they were responsible for the capture, of Capua on October 6. By October 16

they were across the Volturno and, beating off persistent counter-attacks, they

forced them way forward to La Pigna. Their patrols were the first to reach

Sparanise on October 20.

The Queen’s were among the troops, to take part in the long-drawn and

bitter fighting that raged across the series of ridges known as Monte Camino

during November and December. On December 4, the Regiment had to its credit

the capture of a well defended ridge from which the enemy was driven after a

stern battle. Two days later the Germans flung in a counter-attack which

forced the Queen's to relinquish the positions they held on Monastery Hill,

but they swiftly re-assembled and returned to counter-attack on December 7°

They re-capturcd every yard of the ground they had lost.

During January, the Queen' s formed part of the right flank of British troops

of the 5th Amy on the Garigliano line. Their formation fought its way over the

wide and flooded river on January 18, and pressed forward in the face of

considerable opposition beyond Castelforte.

February saw the Queen’s in action in a new sector, for during this month

they took their place in the line on the Anzio beach-head. Here, on the line

of the river Molletta., they bore the full brunt of a heavy enemy attack on Februar

24. They flung the enemy back and maintained' their grip on their positions. Three
?i^sl^G F the Queen s themselves launched a counter-attack and were successful
m capturing certain important strong points.
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